
4 Jiae Byun
[Metaphor of Mobility]
(Plastic foam, felt fabric, Variable dimensions, 2018)

A concept of garden in Korea is to blend in nature as if it  
only borrows a part of nature to become nature. In this 
sense, they construct the minimum architecture called a 
Jungja (gazebo). A Jungja demolishes the border between 
nature and arti�ciality as it gazes at nature, and it embraces 
nature simultaneously. A Jungja has a sense of space that 
connects inside and outside, also functions as a destination 
and station to allow people to stay and migrate. A Jungja 
combines an act of viewing and thinking and creates a 
metaphor of mobility. An act of thinking does not stay at a 
Jungja but consistently spends its energy without staying. 
The eaves, symbolizing Jungja, reconstructs a perspective 
of landscape and the sense of ‘inside’ from indoor, not from 
outdoor. “Inactive nature” (a term from Taoism) teaches us 
to adapt to nature, but it is only possible to do so from our 
minimum practice in a busy city life, not from a vacation 
escaping to the outside world.

3 Yeoul Son
[A Way of Keeping a Memory]
(Code, Lamp, Hologram display, Variable dimensions, 2018)

This work is based on a historical movement, and I have 
used texts from old diary documents and also texts from 
Twitter. Based on its discourse on politics, media, and data, I 
try to ask a question on a way of remembering history 
through media, and a way of creating data from those 
memories. Also, I would like to experiment on a way of 
keeping a memory from a level of personal emotion and 
historical conversations of the past. 

Credit: May 18 Democratization Movement Archives

1 Antonin Giroud-Delorme  
[Study for New Habits 1 (Rhizocarpus Geographicum)]
(Hundreds of motel interiors views UV-printed on Polyure-
thane semi-transparent �lm, bio-plastic, smart bulb, 
wireless bridge, Raspberry Pi, custom software, electric 
cables, vented server rack panel, Hanji paper and legal 
texts printed on, black granite painted condom, squid ink, 
crystal epoxy resin, copper wire, Variable dimensions, 
2018)

A connected lighting �uctuates subtly on the Australian 
Pilbara Minerals lithium stock prices real time variations 
and reveals a strange skin-like material hosting more than 
700 Gwangju motel interior pictures displayed as a cam-
ou�age vegetal shape. Lithium is currently being the most 
in�uential resource symbol for mobility both at a global 
market level or on an individual one with mobile commu-
nication �exibility and access, highly relevant matter in 
South Korea for local economics and its geopolitics.
A generic Korean food container is enlighten at the center 
of the scene bringing the classic idea of home rooted to 
family and �replace. The Instagram/Facebook Data Privacy 
Policy and The Preamble of the French Constitution texts 
are covering, both on a same level, the interior side of this 
kitchen tool. Space-time for sexuality is brought here as a 
node for an extended acceptation of domestic properties 
where opaque and transparent materials are invited to 
dance together and perpetually exchange roles around 
contemporary privacy challenges.

Credit: Minsu Kim (Computer engineer)

2 Jeun Lee
[Writing Sanjo] (1channel, HD Video, 6' 16'', 2018)
[Dancing Sanjo] (HD Video, 5' 30'', 2018) *consecutive play 
[Blowing Sanjo] (HD Video, 4' 35'', 2018) *consecutive play

“When playing an instrument, widn and wave fall sleep” is a 
master research project that I’ve continued from last year. 
In this residency, I have focused on sensation of my experi-
ence hearing Daegeum (Korean �ute) Sanjo (a type of 
traditional music) at Seoseokdang of Gwangju traditional 
cultural center. Daegeum Sanjo was developed from a 
shaman’s dance and music, and it includes a great level of 
improvisation with a long breath, di�erent pitch, and 
musical decoration. Especially the practice of Daegeum, a 
wind instrument, is closely related to physical sensation, 
and I choreograph this as ‘visible sound’ and ‘physical 
sound.’ As a part of researching a new structure of time 
based media other than dance, I try to record Sanjo in a 
di�erent way, visualizing and physicalizing sound.

Credit: Sunmin Shin (Daegeum performer)
Bogyung Kim and Antonin (Performers)
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